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Golf’s Forgotten Legends provides fascinating discussions of forgotten legendary golfers. Jeff

Gold has adopted a no-holds-barred writing style in which absolutely nothing is sacred. He

thoroughly delves into the most interesting, controversial, and humorous incidents that have

taken place in professional golf over the past one-hundred-plus years among the most famous

as well as lesser-known figures in the game. We are convinced that golf enthusiasts will find

Golf’s Forgotten Legends to be a thoroughly fascinating, educational, and entertaining look at

the world of professional golf.
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LehmanI would like to begin with an unusual golf story involving a Detroit pawn shop owned by

my good friend, Les Gold. He has a behemoth shop, used as the set for the reality TV show

“Hardcore Pawn.” Les is a hell of a tough negotiator. In one episode, a burly fellow brings in a

complete set of slightly used pro-line golf clubs—four woods, nine irons, a putter, a golf bag

and even a pull cart. Les offers him a whopping $15 for everything and the customer becomes

enraged. Les keeps his cool and signals his 7-foot, 400-pound security guard who proceeds to

pick the guy up, with his golf clubs and cart, and throw him out the door—reminiscent of the

mighty King Kong!That incident, although a bit extreme, gave credence to my contention that

golf is a contact sport and furthered one of the missions of Golf’s Forgotten Legend which is to

dispel the misconception that golf is not a real sport. The fact of the matter is that golf requires

considerable athleticism and constant of risk of injury for the many professionals who hit

thousands of practice balls weekly. Sadly, Johnny Miller (see Chapter 12) suffered every injury

possible on the golf course.Minnesota golfers also face prohibitively cold climates. While I have

spent the better part of my life in this state, I’ve never figured out why the hell people call it the



Midwest. It’s so fricken cold here in the winter time, it should be called the Frigid North. During

the bitterly cold winter of 2014, the Twin Cities area had more than 40 days of sub-zero

temperatures.Despite our climate, Minnesota has produced a handful of highly talented golfers

—Tom Lehman being the most successful of the bunch. I was fortunate to become friends with

Tom long before he achieved success on the PGA Tour. His story is a true fairy tale. But first let

me explain why I wrote this book.It was my desire to produce a compelling golf story book, with

a bit of humor and controversy to draw the attention of the golf world and shake it up—along

with preserving history of some of the most prominent legendary figures in professional golf.In

my research I identified 12 great, major champion winning, golf legends who have become

somewhat forgotten. In Chapter 13 you’ll find a golf legend unheard of by most golfers today—

yet arguably the most talented golfer who ever lived!The material I’ve put together is

controversial at times—even in the appendix. In one chapter, you’ll find an old masters photo

with a story behind it that is straight out of the “Twilight Zone.” I adopted a no-holds-barred

approach to Golf’s Forgotten Legends. Having said that, I have tried to show respect for

deserving, famous golfers, and stick up for those who may have been mistreated by the golf

world.Tom Lehman is one of those golfers due our admiration. As a serious golfer, Tom had the

same misfortune I had growing up in cold Minnesota. Despite the fact that the North Star state

has more golfers per capita than any other state in the country, few Minnesotans have

succeeded on the PGA Tour.The most amazing golf performance I have witnessed is the

success Tom has achieved on the PGA Tour and Champions Tour, overcoming the

disadvantage of the long winters of our home state. For years after turning pro in 1982, it

looked unlikely that Tom would be an exception to Minnesota golfers’ lagging success rate. He

played on the PGA Tour with little success from 1983 to 1985. He spent the next five years

struggling to make a living in the Asia and South Africa tours.By 1989 Tom considered quitting

pro golf and taking an offer to coach the University of Minnesota golf team. However, he turned

it down when he learned that part of his job would include renting cross-country skis for people

to use on the university golf course in the winter.Tom’s fortune changed when the Ben Hogan

Tour was established in 1990. After four wins in two years on the Hogan Tour, Tom regained his

PGA Tour card in 1991, by topping the Hogan Tour’s Money List and achieving Player of the

Year honors. Tom has enjoyed PGA Tour membership since and was named PGA Player of the

Year in 1996. In that year he won The Open Championship along with the prestigious, year

ending, PGA Tour Championship.In total, Tom has had 31 professional wins to date, including

five official PGA Tour titles. He has been the only golfer in modern history to play in the final

group, during the final round, in four consecutive U.S. Opens. The fact that he went 0 for 4 in

those Opens could be blamed, in large part, on his putting. In Ryder Cup competition, however,

Tom has one of the greatest singles records of all time. In his three appearances, he is 3-0.

Most amazingly, he never carded a single bogey in any of the three.I’d like to dispel the rumor

about Tom and the so-called “ugly incident” at Brookline in 1999. European Ryder Cup

captains, Mark James and Sam Torrance accused Tom of instigating the premature jubilation

on the 17th hole of the final day. The fact is that Tom was the fifth player to join in on the 42-

second celebration and he never even set foot on the green. Thus, it was unfair to blame Tom

for that slightly inappropriate incident.Tom’s career brightened when he hit 50 and joined the

Champions Tour in 2009. By the end of 2012, Tom had won seven times, three in Champion

Tour majors. He capped off 2011 and 2012 by winning the Charles Schwab Cup and Player of

the Year honors. Tom was the only golfer in history to win Player of the Year honors on all three

U.S. tours and the first golfer to win the Schwab Cup in back-to-back years. The 2012 victory is

especially remarkable in that he also won the Schwab Cup Championship.Tom’s sense of



humor is under-appreciated by most golf fans who only see him as a rather stoic, focused

competitor. His stories about golf events he’s played in with his wife, Melissa, are very funny—

except for time she beat him. That had to have been a tough blow to his ego.Nevertheless,

Tom’s is a golf legend in Minnesota and only needs one more Champions Tour major win to be

eligible for induction into the World Golf Hall of Fame. I predict Tom will be the first Minnesotan

to be inducted. Yet I don’t believe he has received the full credit he deserves. I predict great

things for him heading into 2015. For crying out loud, Tom, don’t let me down!Though Tom

travels in bigger golf leagues than I do, we share our love of golf history and appreciation for

the forgotten legends of the game, such as Harry Vardon—the subject of Chapter 1.CHAPTER

1HARRY VARDONLeader of the Great TriumvirateHarry Vardon was golf’s first superstar. He

lived 66 years from May 9, 1870, to March 20, 1937—and along the way suffered bouts of

tuberculosis, but did not let that take him down. He was the first pro to play in knickers, with

fancy-topped stockings, a hard collar and tie, and tightly buttoned jacket, but still had great

freedom of movement.This forgotten golf legend is one of Britain’s famed “Great Triumvirate” of

golfers. The other two are J.H. Taylor and James Braid. Vardon won The Open Championship a

record six times and won the U.S. Open. In comparison, Taylor and Braid each won five Open

Championships.Vardon was born in Grouville, Jersey, a Channel Island between the U.K. and

France. As a child he didn’t have a chance to play much golf, but showed a natural talent for it.

He came from a large, poor family of six boys and two girls. His father worked as a gardener

and discouraged Harry from playing golf. Harry never had a lesson but started taking a serious

interest in golf at age 13, while working as an apprentice gardener, and played successfully in

a few tournaments in his late teens.At age 20, he followed his 18-year-old brother to England

and landed a job in Yorkshire as a greens keeper. Vardon hadn’t considered making

professional golf his livelihood until his brother Tom turned pro and was doing well in

tournaments—persuading him to test his skills against the top pros in the U.K. and Europe. It

came easy for him.His techniqueHe developed a demanding practice routine, with numerous

swing drills, using set-up and alignment aids. Only 155 pounds, at 5-feet 9-inches tall, he

nevertheless had large hands that fit the club beautifully. Vardon possessed a calm and relaxed

demeanor. Self-taught, he made effortless, upright swings he would use successfully and

steadfastly—never making adjustments to them the rest of his life.Vardon became renowned

for a consistent repeating swing that was more upright than his contemporaries and a higher

ball flight. This gave his approach shots greater carry and a softer landing. He picked the ball

clean and took just the tiniest of divots. Vardon was possessed with a talent and method so

impressive he was considered a shot-making machine in the primitive era of hickory shafts and

gutta percha balls.He allowed his left arm to bend as he reached the top of his backswing, and

there was no muscular stress in his swing. “Relaxation, added to a few necessary fundamental

principles,” he said, “is the basis of this great game.”Vardon was famous for the “Vardon grip,”

an overlapping grip most popular among professional golfers. He actually took up this grip after

Johnny Laidlay, a champion Scottish amateur player, invented it. In all fairness, the grip should

be called the “Laidlay grip.” On the other hand, Vardon was the superstar of his day who made

the grip famous.Within a few years of turning pro, Vardon became golf’s first known star since

the days of Young Tom Morris.(The story of Young Tom Morris is every bit as tragic as it is

astounding. He played during the ancient days of professional golf, when The Open

Championship consisted of just 36 holes—contested over three 12-hole rounds. He is the only

golfer to win four consecutive Opens, starting in 1868 at the tender age of 17.Despite the

brevity of the tournament, Young Tom was known for blow-out victories. He won his second and

third Open titles by 11 and 12 strokes, respectively. That is equivalent to winning by 22 and 24



strokes, under the 72-hole format that the tournament was increased to 1892. For a brief

period he dominated his nearest rivals. However, at age 24, his wife and newborn baby died at

childbirth. The grief was more than he could bear and he died just four months later of a

broken heart—on Christmas Day.However, I feel that Old Tom Morris lacked a bit of discretion

by throwing a party the day after Christmas to celebrate his good fortune of (finally) having a

chance to win the Open again, with Young Tom out of the picture.)In 1896, Vardon he won his

first Open Championship. He won it again in 1898, 1899, 1903, 1911 and 1914. He was

second on four occasions. His record of six Open Championships still stands today. In 1900, he

became golf’s first international celebrity when he toured the United States, playing in more

than 80 matches and capping it off with a victory in the U.S. Open at Chicago Golf Club. A

portion of Vardon’s remuneration for this exhibition tour came from Spalding for playing their

new Vardon Flyer gutta purcha golf ball.He was the joint runner-up of the 1913 U.S. Open—a

historic event that was falsely depicted in Bill Paxton’s movie, “The Greatest Game Ever

Played.” At the age of 50, Vardon led the 1920 U.S. Open by four strokes with only seven holes

to play. It looked like he had an easy victory in the bag. However, due to a nasty change in the

weather and a shaky putter he wound up finishing second to his close friend, Ted Ray.During

his career, Vardon won 62 golf tournaments, including one run of 14 in a row, a record likely to

last forever. Harry was known for his accuracy and control with all clubs, the greatest ever

seen. However, after winning The Open Championship for the third time in 1903, Vardon was

struck down with tuberculosis. It put him out of commission and into sanitariums off and on until

1910—after which, the game that had come so naturally for Vardon would never be easy

again.In his prime, Vardon was virtually unbeatableIn the image above Vardon gets ready to

nail his drive on the first hole of the 1903 Open, with Old Tom Morris looking on in the

background. Vardon won by six strokes over his brother, Tom Vardon—earning him a whopping

£50. Sadly, Harry was struck with tuberculosis a few months later. As great as his record was,

he lost 13 of his prime playing years, eight to his illness and five to World War I.Vardon

complained that playing on the lusher turf conditions in the U.S. led him to bad habits. The

wound-rubber Haskel ball everyone started using reduced his shot-making advantage over the

field. Vardon had to have been one of the few golfers in history who mourned the demise of the

gutta percha ball. He was used to the harder turf of a British Open course, where it was easy

for him to pick the ball cleanly.After Vardon’s return to the game in 1910, he was plagued by

the dreaded jerky yips—before the word was coined—from nerve damage to his right hand. Yet

Vardon played in the U.S. Open in 1900, 1913 and 1920. In 1900, the event was played at the

Chicago Golf Club, and he won by shooting 313 (79-78-76-80). Harry was also credited with

winning 70 exhibition matches in 1900, touring the U.S. and Canada. In that year, Vardon only

lost two head-to-head matches in singles play, becoming golf’s first international

celebrity.Vardon’s 1913 U.S. Open playoff loss to Ouimet—dispelling a 100-year-old mythThis

victory was a nice accomplishment for Francis Ouimet. However, at 43, with his health issues,

Vardon wasn’t quite up to playing back-to-back 36-hole rounds in the miserable cold and rain

that hit the Boston area that week in late September.Much has been said, in the past 100

years, of how Ouimet, the underdog, scored an incredible upset victory over Harry Vardon. But

that’s a bunch of hogwash. Ouimet was no underdog! In that nasty weather, Ouimet’s youth vs.

Vardon’s older age and ill health, Ouimet’s win two months earlier in the Massachusetts

Amateur, and the fact that the event was held on Ouimet’s home course—all placed Vardon at

a disadvantage to Ouimet.Vardon was the true underdog to Ouimet in the 1913 U.S. Open. It

was an amazing accomplishment that old man Vardon was able to keep up with young gun

Ouimet for 72 holes, with odds stacked against him. The notion that Ouimet hadn’t been



playing much golf prior to the 1913 U.S. Open is ridiculous! The guy had to have played a lot of

golf that summer in order to win the Massachusetts Amateur in July and make it to the quarter-

finals of the U.S. Amateur in August.Vardon was four strokes up on Ouimet after the first day

(shooting 75, 72) and it was obvious Vardon was on track to win the tournament had the

weather not turned bad. His dismal, un-Vardon-like scores of 78, 79 were clear evidence that

Vardon had run out of gas and was still recovering from the tuberculosis. Ironically, Vardon’s

illness, forcing him to delay his trip to America, is what caused him to play in the cold, rainy

New England fall in the first place.After 72 holes, Vardon, Ouimet and Ray tied for first with a

total score of 301 (+8). In the playoff, after the skies cleared, it didn’t help Vardon much. The

bad weather had weakened him. He virtually handed the U.S. Open playoff win to Ouimet. To

Ouimet’s credit, however, his playoff performance was nothing short of textbook.No one else

played worth a damn that week. Young Walter Hagen finished three strokes out of a tie for first

at 304 (+11), after closing with an 80! The following year, Hagen would win the U.S. Open by

just one stroke, closing with a 73 and finishing at 290 (+2) total. That was an 11-stroke

improvement over the low 72-hole scores in 1913.Vardon managed to get over that playoff loss

in time for the next major – the 1914 Open Championship at Prestwick, Scotland. This was the

year Vardon won his sixth and final Open, over J. H. Taylor by three shots. His win, interestingly,

was aided by a cameraman who distracted Taylor on the fourth hole—which led to J.H. making

a nasty triple bogey 7 while Vardon made par. Taylor wound up ballooning to an ugly 83 that

final round—giving Vardon the chance to win The Open with an 80. However, Harry managed

to avoid the dreaded snowman in shooting a 78 to collect the champion’s first prize, still the

insultingly tiny sum of $50.Due to the outbreak of World War I, that was the last Open

Championship held until 1920—meaning Harry (with precious few competitive years left) had

no opportunity, in the next five years, to defend his title and score a seventh Open win.

Nevertheless, Vardon’s record remains intact after 100 years. Even Tiger Woods, with his

reoccurring injuries, seems to have no clue how to win a major—which is surprising,

considering how dominant he was for so long.Harry played in the U.S. Open for the last time in

1920 at the Inverness Club. This was another Open victory that Vardon was cheated out of due

to vicious weather. With just nine holes to go, 2 over par for the tournament up to that point, he

had a four-stroke lead. Even a 4-over-par 40 on the final nine would have given him a total of

294, and a one-stroke victory. However, as Harry stood on the tee of the long 12th (or 66th hole

of that Open) a horrific storm suddenly swept in off Lake Erie. It was too much for poor old

Harry, having recently turned 50. Vardon wound up staggering in with a 42, in complete

exhaustion. Not having played in the U.S. Open since 1913, this was his second time in a row

when he had a comfortable lead in the U.S. Open, before barely losing it to the onset of nasty

weather.Vardon tied for second place, one stroke behind Ted Ray, missing a short putt on the

final hole to force a playoff. Harry ended up at 8-over-par 296 (74-73-71-78). Had Vardon won

that year, he would have become, by far, the oldest winner in the history of the U.S. Open.

Instead, Hale Irwin holds that record, after winning his third Open at just 45.In his later years,

Harry dabbled in golf course architecture, designing several courses in England, along with

teaching golf, and writing golf instruction books. He continued battling tuberculosis until his

death, living in Totteridge, Hertfordshire, England. After he died, the PGA of America created

the Vardon Trophy. It is awarded annually to the player on the PGA Tour with the year’s lowest

adjusted scoring average.In 1974, Vardon was selected as an initial inductee into the World

Golf Hall of Fame. His most prestigious medals, including those from his six British Open

Championships, are on display in a tribute to him at the Jersey Museum. He was,

unquestionably, the greatest golfer of the 19th century and is referred to as “the icon of



golfing.”Quotes by Harry Vardon“More matches are lost through carelessness at the beginning

than any other cause.”“I’m the best and I’ll thank you to remember that.”“To play well you must

feel tranquil and at peace.”“I have never been troubled by nerves in golf as I felt I had nothing to

lose and everything to gain.”“Never concede the putt that beats you.”“A great deal of

unnecessary golf is played in this world.”“If I get a hole-in-one it will be a day to

remember.”“Don’t praise your own good shots. Leave that function to your partner who, if a

good sport, will not be slow in performing it.”“If your opponent is playing several shots in vain,

attempting to extricate himself from a bunker, do not stand near him and audibly count his

strokes. It would be justifiable homicide if he wound up his pitiable exhibition by applying his

niblick to your head.”“The most successful way to play golf is the easiest way.”Golf writer

Bernard Darwin on Harry Vardon: “I do not think anyone who saw him play in his prime will

disagree as to this, that a greater genius is inconceivable.”Vardon’s secret to distance—a bent

left elbow?This photo is taken from Harry Vardon’s book, The Complete Golfer, published in

1905. It is considered golf’s first great instruction book. His teachings were quite advanced for

the day.Vardon originated the vertical swing. But there’s an unusual aspect to his swing that

few understand. It’s the secret to his distance. Harry was considered a long-ball hitter, despite

being sickly.You’ve probably heard a golfer should keep his or her left arm straight. All the pros

teach that, right? Contrary to popular thinking, Vardon was able to maximize his power and

distance by bending his left elbow. But there is a difference between what the pros are trying to

prevent and what Vardon did. When most amateurs bend their left elbow, they over-swing at

the top and lose control of the club head. On the way down they will straighten their arm,

causing extra movement, and a split-second swing adjustment needs to be made, to

compensate for a change in their swing plane. It’s nearly impossible to time a swing plane

adjustment like that with any consistency.What Vardon did was something different. He

maintained the bend in his left elbow until just before impact. John Jacobs, in his book The 50

Greatest Golf Lessons of the Century, compared Vardon’s swing to throwing a Frisbee. Vardon

used his left arm as a whip bent in the middle. He threw his left arm down the target line like a

discus thrower, but on a more vertical plane. He would release it, like a discus, down through

the ball. The origin of this strange-looking technique likely was due to his whippy wooden-

shafted clubs that behaved in a rather peculiar manner.Besides his bent left elbow, Vardon

owed his success largely to an upright swing method that drastically changed the shape of the

golf shot. The traditional style was to drive the ball as hard as possible, at a low a trajectory,

maximizing distance but giving up control where the ball would come to rest. Vardon, by

contrast, hit the ball high in the air so it would land more softly and stop much more quickly,

with less bouncing and rolling. This, with an adjustment in his stance, enabled him to land the

ball closer to the flagstick than golfers using the traditional method. Modern-day golfers like

Jack Nicklaus and Tiger Woods copied that aspect of Vardon’s technique—neither were

shabby golfers. But, with his game currently in shambles, I’m not sure whether to say that Tiger

is or was a great player.Vardon’s near miss with the TitanicVardon suffered a bout of

tuberculosis in the spring of 1912. At the time, he had scheduled a promotional tour to America

to sponsor a golf ball from a new company called Dunlap. Due to illness, he was forced to

cancel his trip. Missed by most golf historians, the ticket he cancelled was on the Titanic!

Vardon reportedly commented to close confidants that this was the first time tuberculosis

saved his life. I’m guessing this was kept hush-hush so the golf world would not learn about his

debilitating illness.The cruise ship disasters don’t stop there. In 1915, the New York Times

reported Vardon was booked on the Lusitania to depart from the U.K. on May 17 for the U.S.

Open at Baltusrol in New Jersey. But the Lusitania never made it to America. On May 7 the



Germans torpedoed it, sinking the ship off the coast of Ireland with 1,198 passengers losing

their lives. Fortunately for the golf world, none of those victims was named Vardon.The image

is reportedly a rare copy of Vardon’s boarding pass for the R.M.S. Titanic. I’m quite certain you

won’t find this in any other golf history book. It feels strange to say, but I’m glad Harry took ill

with tuberculosis in spring of 1912. Apparently it’s the only thing that prevented him from

becoming one of 1,518 casualties of that epic disaster. And Vardon would never have had a

chance to win his sixth Open Championship.My final thought on Vardon is this: Forget about

Byron Nelson’s record of 10 PGA Tour wins in a row. (If you read my upcoming book, you’ll

learn why I only credit Nelson with 10 in a row, rather than 11.) Harry Vardon won 14

professional tournaments in a row (40 percent more than I credit Nelson with) making Harry, by

far and away, the all-time leader in consecutive professional tournament wins. Surely, this is a

record that will last eternal!Harry Vardon major Championship wins: seven Tournament wins

(partial list)Major championships are shown in bold.1893Kilmacolm Tournament

(Scotland)1896The Open Championship, Ganton Match Play (England)1897Scottish Open;

Cumbria, Windermere, Cambridge Opens (England); Carnoustie Open (Scotland)1898The

Open Championship, St. Nicholas Tournament (Scotland)1899The Open

Championship1900U.S. Open1903The Open Championship1906World of Golf Gold

Medal1907Cannes Tournament (France)1909PGA Medal (England)1911The Open

Championship, Tooting Bec Cup (England), German Open, Montecarlo Open

(France)1912World of Golf Gold Medal, News of the World Match Play1914The Open

Championship, Prince of Wales Open1915PGA Medal (England), Lord Roberts Memorial

(Scotland)1919Daily Tournament (England)1920Bramshoot Cup (U.S.)1921U.K. vs.

U.S.CHAPTER 2JAMES BRAIDSecond member of the Great Triumvirate but in Vardon’s

shadowJames Braid won his first golf tournament at age 8, and lived to 80, from Feb. 6, 1870,

to Nov. 27, 1950. This forgotten golf legend was a Scottish professional and the second

member of the Great Triumvirate, alongside Harry Vardon and John Henry Taylor. Like Taylor,

he won The Open Championship five times and was a renowned and prolific golf course

architect.Braid was born in Earlsferry, Fife, Scotland and took up golf at an early age. Like

Vardon, he grew up in humble circumstances. His father labored behind a plow in the farming

town about 15 miles south of St. Andrews called Earlsferry. He wasn’t a golfer and discouraged

James from taking up the sport. Braid left school at 13 to become an apprentice landscaper,

sneaking in rounds of golf when his travels permitted.His game developed along with an

interest in club making, and in 1893 he became a club maker in London. He turned pro three

years later at 26 and became known for his long driving. His swing was described as being

both powerful and graceful.James typically won the open by large margins. At Muirfield in

1901, he began with a drive out of bounds at the first hole, but from there on he played superb

golf to defeat Vardon by three strokes and Taylor by four. At St. Andrews in 1905, he sailed to a

five-stroke victory over Taylor and again at Muirfield in 1906, he triumphed by four strokes over

Taylor.But while Vardon and Taylor were already winning Opens, Braid struggled mightily with

his putting using a wooden-headed putter. He improved dramatically when he switched to an

aluminum-headed putter in 1900 made by Mills of Sunderland that he acquired at the 1900

Open at St. Andrews. With that change in flat sticks, the tournament-winning floodgates

opened for him. In fact, it Taylor once said, “I have yet to meet the player who could hole the 10-

yard putts with greater regularity” than Braid.He won The Open in 1901, 1905, 1906, 1908 and

1910. This gave Braid five Open wins before either Vardon or Taylor. However, Braid retired at

age 42, just two years later in 1912.His finest performance came at Prestwick in 1908 when he

shot the Open record of 291 to win by eight strokes over Tom Ball. That record stood until



Bobby Jones shattered it by six strokes at St. Andrews in 1927. Braid finished runner-up to

Taylor in 1909, but came back the next year at St. Andrews to win his fourth Open in six years

by six strokes, this time over Alexander Herd.Braid excelled in match play, winning the British

PGA Match Play Championship four times in 1903, 1905, 1907 and 1911. In 1910 James won

the French Open in one of his few attempts at that title. He was also runner-up in The Open

Championship in 1897 and 1909. With great consistency, Braid’s worst finish in The Open

Championship from 1901-1910 was fifth.Given the opportunity, Braid was good enough to have

a serious chance of winning multiple U.S. Opens. Due to motion sickness, however, he never

traveled far enough to play in the U.S.—making it impossible for him to attempt a major in

America.After retirement, Braid became head pro at Walton Heath where he remained the rest

of his life, and his passion switched from golf to golf-course design. Back in those days when a

pro golfer was no longer competitive, what the hell else was he going to do? Golf announcing?

Probably not. He designed or re-designed a staggering some 200 courses throughout the U.K.,

including Carnoustie, Troon, Prestwick and Ballybunion. If he tried he may have been able to

come up with even sillier names than that.Many of Braid’s best courses were inland park tracks

(as opposed to seaside links), and some of these courses contain the earliest known uses of

the dogleg. Braid is believed to have invented the dogleg (far better than being the inventor of

the dog track—an accurate term for most of the muni courses in the Twin Cities area).Braid

was a founding member of the British PGA and authored an instructional book entitled

Advanced Golf. That book may be a tad outdated today in how it discusses proper ways to use

the niblick.James Braid Open Championship wins: fiveTournament wins: 151901The Open

Championship (three strokes over Harry Vardon)1902Tooting Bec Cup1903News of the World

Match Play, Tooting Bec Cup1904Tooting Bec Cup1905The Open Championship (five strokes

over J.H. Taylor), News of the World Match Play1906The Open Championship (one stroke over

Vardon)1907News of the World Match Play, Tooting Bec Cup1908The Open Championship

(eight strokes)1910The Open Championship (four strokes), French Open1911News of the

World Match Play1920British vs. America MatchCHAPTER 3J.H. TAYLORThird member of the

Great Triumvirate also in Vardon’s shadowJohn Henry “J.H.” Taylor was born March 19, 1871,

in the village of Northam, Devon, England, to a family too poor to feed him and he was

orphaned as a boy. But at age 11, he went out on his own and was hired as a caddie and

greens-keeping assistant at the Royal North Devon Golf Club (later known as Westward Ho!).

He caught on to greens keeping quickly and that led to golf-course design work in his later

years.This forgotten golf legend turned pro at 19, and worked at several different clubs before

settling in at the Royal Mid-Surrey (RMS) Golf Club in 1899. He stayed at Mid-Surrey until he

retired in 1946 at 74.He was the longest living member of the fabled Great Triumvirate, with

Harry Vardon and James Braid. Taylor won The Open Championship five times, his first two in

1894 and 1895 before he came to RMS, then another three in 1900, 1909 and 1913 as the

RMS pro. He gained a reputation for blowing away the field in Open competition, winning each

of his five championships by an average of six strokes. He also won the French and German

Opens.It was three-time Open Championship runner-up, Andrew Kirkaldy, who first admired

the greatness of John Henry Taylor at age 20. After losing a challenge match to Taylor in 1891,

Kirkaldy went back to St. Andrews and announced, “That young Englishman who just defeated

me will win many Open Championships. You’ll see more of Taylor. And then you’ll know why he

beat me, and why he will beat all the best of the day.”Kirkaldy proved to be right, of course.

Three years after defeating Kirkaldy, JH became the first Englishman to win the Open. Taylor’s

accuracy was legendary. At Sandwich, where he won his first Open by five strokes in 1894, he

would have the directional posts removed from the blind holes out of concern that his drives



would strike them and ricochet into bunkers. The following year, he won by four shots over

Sandy Herd at St. Andrews, with Kirkaldy six shots further back in third place.“The mon’s a

machine,” Kirkaldy said. “He can dae naething wrang.” Vardon came along to dominate the

Open from 1896-99, winning it three out the four years. However, Taylor returned to form in

1900 at St. Andrews in dominant fashion—Pulling away from the field after every round, he

cruised to an easy eight stroke win over Vardon, with Braid 13 back in third place. Later in the

year, he finished second to Vardon in the U.S. Open at Chicago Golf Club—that would end up

being Taylor’s one and only trip to the U.S.In 1913 JH had another eight stroke blowout win—

this time over Ted Ray at Hoylake. This latter tied Taylor with Braid and Vardon with five Open

victories and was considered his most satisfying win since it came in horrendous conditions. In

heavy wind and rain, Taylor pulled his cap down over his eyes, stuck out his chin, and

anchored his large boots to the ground to maximize control over his compact swing. Nineteen

years after his first Open victory, Taylor shot 304 to win easily cruise past Ray, the defending

champion. JH’s final round 79 must have seemed good to Ray who finished with an 84.Taylor

was very competitive as late as 1924 when he finished fifth at age 53 in The Open at Hoylake

(won by Walter Hagen). In 1926 (the year Bobby Jones won his first Open) he managed to tie

for 11th place at 55. However, as he used to boast, if the qualifying rounds were included, he

was the lowest scorer of the week—an accomplishment for a man in his mid-50s in those

days.During Taylor’s time, professional golfers earned the bulk of their money playing in

exhibition and challenge matches, which required J.H. to spend most of his time away from

Royal Mid-Surry.Taylor’s five Open victories all took place before World War I—followed by the

five years The Open went dark. He was captain of the 1933 Great Britain Ryder Cup team that

beat the United States and remains the only captain on either side to never play in the

matches.Taylor played the game very seriously, like Hogan, or vise-versa. JH once wrote: “To

try to play golf really well is far from being a joke, and lightheartedness of endeavor is a sure

sign of eventual failure.” Bernard Darwin, who was a close friend, recalled that nobody, not

even Bobby Jones, suffered more over championships than Taylor did. “Like Bobby,” said

Darwin, “(Taylor) had great control and might appear outwardly cool, but the flames leaped up

from within.”Taylor was involved in the design of more than a half-dozen courses across

England, starting in 1907. He’s credited with developing and designing the first two public golf

courses, still operating today in the Richmond Park area. He was president of Royal Birkdale,

where he assisted in course design work. In 1949 at 77, he was given an honorary

membership in Scotland’s Royal & Ancient Golf Club of St Andrews (R&A).Taylor, like Braid,

was credited for inventing the dogleg. Apparently, they invented it about the same time and

both men took credit for it. There should have been an 18-hole playoff between those two to

determine which should take full dogleg credit. On second thought, based on their ages,

sudden death may have been the better way to go.Most of Taylor’s later life was dedicated to

teaching, writing books, making clubs and designing courses (including several local ones).

J.H. wrote several golf books considered exceptional. Today, first editions of these books are

sought after by collectors and worth hundreds of dollars. The clubs which he made with partner

George Cann were of high quality for their time and in demand throughout the world. Even

today, those clubs are sought after by collectors.In 1901, Taylor was a co-founder and the first

chairman of the British Professional Golfers’ Association (with James Braid). This was the first

association for professional golfers in the world. Bernard Darwin wrote that Taylor “had turned a

feckless company into a self-respecting and respected body of men.” Taylor also founded the

Artisan Golfers Association and the Public Golf Course Association.Golfers today, especially

Americans, take for granted the foundations of modern golf that were developed more than a



century ago—not knowing they have J.H. Taylor to thank. It’s high time J.H. receives due

credit.He lived until Feb. 10, 1963, dying shortly before his 92nd birthday—an unusually long

life for someone born in the 1870s. His death marked the end of the era which gave rise to the

first “Big Three” of the golf world. He was the last of golfing greats from the 1800s.J.H. Taylor
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